
 

 

Thanks to the collaboration between Italian Exhibition Group and Trenitalia, for the year 2024 the 
opportunity to reach Rimini or Riminifiera by Frecciarossa, Frecciargento and Frecciabianca with 
discounts up to 80% compared to the Base ticket is offered to Exhibitors, Buyers and Visitors!  
 

You can purchase the offer through the Trenitalia App, at authorized ticket offices and travel 
agencies, or on trenitalia.com:  

 
✓ select one-way or round trip to Rimini or Riminifiera 

✓ select "see other offers" and, in the relevant drop-down menu in the "Offer" section, 
choose "Special Events"  

✓ enter the code "IEGRIMINI24" in the "Deal Code" space  
✓ select "Confirm"  
✓ follow the same procedure for the return trip 

 

To take advantage of the offer you must have registered for the event, remember to bring this 
document on board the train with you ! 

 
 
Discounted tickets are valid for trips to be made between the two days before the start of the fair and the day after. 
Outbound tickets must have Rimini or Riminifiera as their destination, for trips to be made between the two days before 
the start and the last day of the fair; return tickets must have Rimini or Riminifiera as their origin destination, for trips 
to be made from the first day of the fair until the day after it ends. 
Tickets can be purchased for trips on board Frecciarossa, Frecciargento, Frecciabianca trains, in 1st and 2nd class, on 
Business, Premium, Standard service levels. 
Regional, Intercity, Intercity Night and Executive service level and lounge service are excluded. Booking change, ticket 
changes and refunds are not allowed. 
 

More information at trenitalia.com 

 

EVENTS LIST: 
 
SIGEP, BEER ATTRACTION, KEY, ENADA, MIR, MACFRUT, EXPODENTAL, RIMINIWELLNESS, MEETING, TECNA, TTG-SIA-
SUN, ECOMONDO, IBE 
 
CONGRESSO AMCLI, EUROPEAN ROBOTICS FORUM, CONGRESSO SIDP, CONGRESSO AIWEEK, CONVEGNO ERICKSON, 
CONGRESSO FADOI, CONGRESSO ANMCO , CONGRESSO SCIVAC, CONGRESSO SIMTI, CONGRESSO AFI, INVESTMENT & 
TRADING FORUM, CONGRESSO IHSS, CONGRESSO IUFOST, EUROMAINTENANCE SOCIETY CONFERENCE, RADUNO 
NAZIONALE ALCOLISTI ANONIMI, RADUNO NAZIONALE AL-ANON, CONGRESSO EES, CONGRESSO SIMI, ANNUAL 
CONFERENCE IADMS, EVENTO MARKETERS WORLD, CONGRESSO SID, CONGRESSO WUWM, EVENTO VIVERE DI 
TURISMO, CONVEGNO ERICKSON DIDATTICHE, EUROPE ACTIVE EVENT 
 
WAKE UP CALL BARDOLLA, CAMPIONATI EUROPEI GINNASTICA ARTISTICA, MONDIALI DI PATTINAGGIO ARTISTICO, 
WAKE UP CALL BARDOLLA, CONGRESSO BEAUTY 


